Infiniti trailer

Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: tdereadt Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed
this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle.
Contact the seller. Picture Information. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information tdereadt13
Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Fair Haven,
Michigan, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
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to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab.
This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Protect and
extend the life of your trailer hitch from the elements with style. With this Durable black rubber
hitch cover. Prevents rust build up, inhibits debris,dirt, mud, pests and moisture etc. Fits any 2"
Receiver Tube. Quick and easy installation takes only seconds. No hardware No Pins or Clips
needed. Inner Diameter. Combined Shipping Offered and Discounted for more than one item. Or
combine with one or more of our other Hitch Covers or products. Shipping and handling. This
item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery!
This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international
tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 69 items available. Please enter
a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP
Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a
new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on tdereadt13 from others
who bought this item. Positive feedback. Prompt shipping but slow delivery, ugh! Thank you!!
Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Infinity hitch plug Works great Why
is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. Infinity Trailers is a leading trailer
manufacturer that manufactures a number of car trailers. Let's discuss why people choose this
company for trailers? If you are driving a large vehicle, you may face many problems. Let's
discuss 4 basic off-road driving tips for large vehicles. High-quality car trailers are compatible
to drive in any road condition. If you are planning to buy a car trailer for your business, this is
the perfect place for you. There are several things to consider before driving the vehicle on the
highway. The leading trailer manufacturer, Infinity Trailers provide a wide variety of car trailers
in Texas. The company also offers trailer financing options to their clients. Car trailer
manufacturers offer a diverse range of car trailers to their customers. Let's discuss what to
expect from car trailer manufacturers. Trailers require some basic maintenance. When you are
planning to buy a new trailer, consult with your trailer manufacturer for the trailer financing
options. The Company offers 2 high capacity belly deck 5 car trailers. Let's discuss key
specifications and major differences between them. They never compromise with their quality.
They will surely fulfil all your needs. Infinity Trailers is a leading car trailer manufacturer offering
a number of advanced open car trailers. An open car trailer comes with a number of advantages
and features. Let's discuss some important things before buying an open car trailer in Infinity
Trailers is one of the leading trailer manufacturers offering a premium range of car haulers

across Texas. We take pride in providing the best product without compromising the quality.
Are you looking for an open car hauler for your business? Call us at Infinity Trailers today.
Axles always play a vital role while driving a trailer. Let's discuss 4 car trailer axles
recommended by the trailer manufacturers. Infinity Trailers welcomes you to the land of open
car trailers in Texas. Know the major benefits of choosing this company. To make the right
decision regarding the choice of Gooseneck and bumper pull trailers, a few differences will help
as a guide. Consider these differences to make the right choice. You are making an investment,
so you need to make sure the gooseneck car hauler is rewarding you with returns. Trailer Axles
Car Trailer. Custom Trailers. Best Trailers. Car Trailer. Trailers For Sale. GN - 50' ft 6 Car hauler
trailer allows you to get mor money for your mile! This trailer gives you 90' ft of loading space.
This 6 Car Trailer allows you to get mor money for your mile! You can now haul smart and
compete with the Big Boys while paying Half as much as them. NO FET. A 6 car trailer is an
advanced and highly efficient open car career. Let's discuss the key features and advantages of
a 6 car trailer. An unmaintained axle can mean the trailer's tires popping out any time while the
vehicle is in motion. There are a few things that you must look out for while maintaining the axle
of your car trailer hauler. This 50' ft 6 Car hauler trailer allows you to get more money for your
mile! The drive over the belly deck allows for quick loading and unloading. Order today! Shop
for 6 car hauling trailers from Infinity Trailers in Texas. Our products are equipped with various
utilitarian features to make hauling jobs easier. Have you been lately thinking about starting a
car hauling business of your own? Well, before doing anything else, you will have to prepare a
list of the essentials you will need. First of all, youâ€¦. In the modern times, car hauling trailers
are used for a variety of purposes like hauling cars, towing damaged vehicles, and so on. In
other words, these equipment pieces are generally used for execut Other Pins. Take a video
tour. In an industry traditionally served by bolt-on aftermarket forklift kits, the Infinity Forklift
Trailer is set apart from the competition. It is specifically designed by Fontaine engineering to
meet the rigors of this tough application, and manufactured from the ground up in the Fontaine
Haleyville factory. Watch this video to see learn more. View Flyer. Easy to operate. The design is
loaded with convenience features to make the driver's job easier. For example, this fold-away
bumper makes forklift loading fast and easy. Steel counterbalance is built into the floor at the
front of the trailer to compensate for the mounted forklift weight when returning empty. You can
match the weight to perfectly balance a specific forklift model. The most versatile forklift
solution on the market. The Fontaine Infinity Forklift Trailer is equipped with mounting hardware
to accomodate multiple forklift brands with ease. Convenient electrical connection to power
forklift lights when traveling is easily within reach. Versatile upper wheel stop. Steel reinforced
upper wheel stop is stronger than our previous design. It provides five adjustment positions to
handle a wide range of forklift models and tire sizes with ease. The Fontaine RASR routed
aluminum siderail is 12x stronger than the previous industry-standard design with more load
securement options. Sliding winch track on both sides of the trailer for driver convenience and
easier, quicker load securement. Like we said This makes it easier to pull more strap from the
opposite side of the trailer. Upper coupler is steel reinforced above the kingpin and at the
mainbeams for added strength and durability. Built on a solid foundation. Best in class paint
process. The Fontaine 4 step paint process ensures that each trailer that we build receives
consistent, high quality, and effective paint coverage on all exposed steel parts. Before the floor
is installed, we sand blast the entire trailer to achieve optimal paint adhesion. We then use a
2-part PPG wet on wet primer and paint process where any and all data on paint and coverage
thickness is recorded to maintain consistency. The entire trailer then enters a curing oven so
that the paint can completely dry and harden before any further work is done to the trailer. Find
your local Fontaine Dealer. Your local Fontaine Dealer is a true trailer professional. They can
answer your questions and help you configure your forklift trailer to match your specific
application. The Factory Manufactured Infinity Forklift Trailer features a steel structure for
durability and an aluminum floor for a bigger payload. Take a video tour In an industry
traditionally served by bolt-on aftermarket forklift kits, the Infinity Forklift Trailer is set apart
from the competition. Easy to operate The design is loaded with convenience features to make
the driver's job easier. Perfect balance Steel counterbalance is built into the floor at the front of
the trailer to compensate for the mounted forklift weight when returning empty. The most
versatile forklift solution on the market The Fontaine Infinity Forklift Trailer is equipped with
moun
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ting hardware to accomodate multiple forklift brands with ease. Let there be light Convenient

electrical connection to power forklift lights when traveling is easily within reach. Versatile
upper wheel stop Steel reinforced upper wheel stop is stronger than our previous design. End
the frustration "Driver-friendly" sliding rope hooks also serve as strap retainer clips that
eliminate hassle and reduce securement time. Twice the convenience Sliding winch track on
both sides of the trailer for driver convenience and easier, quicker load securement. Stronger by
design Upper coupler is steel reinforced above the kingpin and at the mainbeams for added
strength and durability. Best in class paint process The Fontaine 4 step paint process ensures
that each trailer that we build receives consistent, high quality, and effective paint coverage on
all exposed steel parts. Find your dealer. Build Your Trailer. Helpful Information. Infinity Forklift
Trailer View Flyer. Where to Buy Find your dealer.

